CO PS ATTACK ARLO!!!

Gays urged to support District Attorney!

SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS LASH OUT AT POPULAR DISTRICT ATTORNEY FOR HAVING CHARGED THREE COPS IN THE BEATING OF AN 18 YEAR OLD YOUTH!

When Arlo Smith ran for District Attorney in 1979, he promised that he would prosecute any person who committed crimes, including police officers. Many politicians say things when running for office, and few ever do anything later on, but Arlo Smith has proven to be a man of his word.

Eddy Szeto, 18 years old, had charged that three SFPD cops, Kevin Dempsey, 26 (Park Station); Marty Way, 26 (Central Station) and Leonard Jeong, 27 (Central Station) were involved in kidnapping, and beating by the three on January 26th in Golden Gate Park.

Szeto charged that the two Asian cops, Way and Jeong, had picked him up while he was walking through Chinatown, and then with a pistol at his head, they handcuffed him, threw him into the back of the patrol car and drove across town to Golden Gate Park, where the on-duty also, Kevin Dempsey of the Park Station was waiting for them and there Szeto says, Dempsey yanked him out of the cop car by the hair, and onto the ground, striking him with his flats and kicking him.

The three vigilante-acting cops left the battered 18 year old on the ground in the Park and drove back to their respective Station Houses. Szeto, who lives in Daly City, was treated at the St. Francis Hospital on Hyde and Pine Streets for abrasions around the mouth, nose, arms and back, and later released.

The popular Prosecutor, Arlo Smith said that the incident was what he would call a "retaliation beating."

The three cops were suspended without pay pending outcome of the hearings and possible trials in the matters.

COPS BEGIN TO "MANUFACTURE" CASE AGAINST 18 BEATING VICTIM NOW

San Francisco Police Officers, long know for their "buddysmms" and in "protecting their own" have begun, according to the victim, a systematic campaign of harassment against him, for the very next night after the three cops, Dempsey, Way and Jeong had been suspended from duty for their parts in the alleged beating, Eddy Szeto was arrested by the cops, Harry Wing Tung, 22, for alleged drug use and probation violation.

The police did not find any drugs on the two at all, the two cops doing the "bust" were Robert Bonnet and Bernard McNeil of the Chinatown Gang Task Force which has been charged with ing anti-Asian and racist in the past. One of the cops is a friend of the arrested and suspended three cops.

As a result of all of this, the cops have been tear gasing around the South, nose, arms and back, which is typical for the cops.

The three cops were suspended without pay pending outcome of the hearings and possible trials in the matters.

Public Defender O.D.'s on Power

Public Defender Jeff Brown, in an unprecedented move, had District Attorney Arlo Smith supeoneaed into Court in a trial involving a former convicted felon, in which Smith had gone and had the man's bail revoked.

A trial involved a former convicted felon, in which Smith rejected Brown's demand, which many felt was a huge power trip on the part of the embattled Public Defender, whose Office has been accused of doing very little good for the clients of it's office.

District Attorney Smith, whose popularity obviously causes Brown some discomfort and envy, had criticized Judge Maxine Mackler Chesney for releasing the felon on his Own Recognizance last month, for the man had been arrested on grand theft, narcotics, and illegal weapons, and is believed to be involved in the mysterious disappearance of Valerie McDonnell an aspiring actress. Certainly for an ex-felon to be released on such large charges when people arrested for prostitution can't get O.R., is a travesty of justice.

And now it has been learned that the Northern California Service League (NCSL) has muddied the waters as one of it's employees had an affair at one time with the ex-felon, and another employee of the NCSL presented the papers to Judge Garcia for the O.R. release, and the NCSL works closely with the Public Defender and the O.R. Bail Project.

Jeff Brown "On a power trip and O.D.ed on it," said one person.

D.A. ARLO SMITH doing his job protecting the public as he should do!
**THE MURRAY REPORT.**

**MORAL? MAJORITY**

Much deal has been made recently about the Moral Majority policies toward the Gay community. However, let's step back and look at their long term plans.

Many members of the Gay community have acted violently towards the Moral Majority policies, especially in light of the recent KNBH-TV report.

The Moral Majority is defensible in one issue: The right to keep themselves and their property secure. The (Moral) Majority has taken a stand on the right to have privacy in their own homes.

Now, if you step back and look at the long range political view of the Moral Majority, it is a matter of government, a democracy.

Now before you get confused, the U.S. is technically a republic, not a democracy. A democracy is defensible in one issue: The right to keep yourself and your property secure. The Moral Majority has taken a stand on the right to have privacy in their own homes.

You may wonder how this conclusion was arrived at. Well, it appears that the Moral Majority policies toward the Gay community have been developed by a small group of religious leaders who are intent on using government to enforce their religious beliefs. The Moral Majority has taken a stand on the right to have privacy in their own homes.

In addition, it appears that these organizations a democratic or fascist state would result in great unrest and result. So, you must have in your mind that in the future, the Moral Majority will stand for gay rights. I urge you to fight from this viewpoint, where the Moral Majority cannot defend themselves. Make them fight on your terms and not theirs.

WILLIAM MURRAY!

(Special thanks to must be made to Mr. Ronald Wayne and Reverent Ray Broker.)

---

**FEMALE!**

**TONY ROME HELD IN KIDNAP AND RAPE OF FEMALE!**

Tony Rome, 25, and two other men are being held for the kidnapping of a 13-year-old girl and the robbery of a San Francisco social worker after they were taken into custody, early Friday morning.

The woman's car had broken down near Buena Vista park and they offered to fix the car, but pulled her into their car, and robbed her of $400 in cash and a high priced watch.

They then took over 250 from her, and had taken her to the men in the southern part of their car - a room and forced her to commit other sex acts - including rape.

They later drove her to Oakland where they kicked her out of the car with $5.99.

She called the Oakland Police who notified the San Francisco Police.

The couple then drove a car, a 1980 Toyota in the 500 block of Eddy in the Tenderloin and arrested a large white man who threatened to suicide.

The couple then fled to the Greyhound where they arrested Michael L. Whitehead, 24, as he was boarding a bus to L.A. Rome was arrested at 1233 Cule Street.

---

**NO GUARDIAN ANGELS!!**

Despite the repeated ravings and rantings of both Jeff Reimer and his group of armed vigilantes running around the city (in the hope that they are in fact fighting for the right reasons) there has been no real evidence of any wrongdoing on the part of the group called "Guardian Angels" which began in New York and spread to Los Angeles in late January.

The group is not a church and has no real religious basis for the organization. They are an armed group of vigilantes who have been accused of illegal activities and are known as a "hate group." The group is not a church and has no real religious basis for the organization. They are an armed group of vigilantes who have been accused of illegal activities and are known as a "hate group." The group is not a church and has no real religious basis for the organization. They are an armed group of vigilantes who have been accused of illegal activities and are known as a "hate group." The group is not a church and has no real religious basis for the organization. They are an armed group of vigilantes who have been accused of illegal activities and are known as a "hate group." The group is not a church and has no real religious basis for the organization. They are an armed group of vigilantes who have been accused of illegal activities and are known as a "hate group." The group is not a church and has no real religious basis for the organization. They are an armed group of vigilantes who have been accused of illegal activities and are known as a "hate group."
GAY COMMUNITY GROUP SALUTES BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Dance reunions with Black & White Men Together (BWMT) in celebration of Black History Month. African and Afro-American music and poetry will be featured at two public events. On Friday, February 26th, the group will honor the visual artist of Kemet Amenosphis at the Goodman Building Gallery. 1111 G Street and on February 27th from 7:30 pm to midnight, BWMT will host a special event, with the participation of community artists at the Reality Art Gallery, 266 Eddy between Jones and Lassen Streets.

Traditional or ethnic aeb is encouraged. A $1 donation is requested at the door. A snack table featuring food from several Black nations and fruit beverages will be available. A brief film made during the recent visit of the Raun Rahn Theatre Company of Papua, New Guinea will be shown at both events.

Black & White Men Together is a national organization of gay men who wish to enjoy and promote meaningful interracial interaction. BWMT is a support group for men who by consciousness raising activities, to understand, love, trust and care for each other so that we will feel closer to others and feel better about ourselves. These activities include raps, social get togethers, newsreaders and social action programs. BWMT is a membership organization, but most activities are open to the general public. The Social and Political Action Committee of BWMT will be operating the Black History Month salute events.
James Gabbert, owner of KTXO which he calls "TV20" (UHF channel 20) hosts all night movie sessions every Sunday night beginning at 11:30 and is good to a point. The big bad part about TV20's all night movies is Gabbert's support of the film COOKS ORE - she has his little number, not very cute, but a run about bringing him his beer from the frig in his Tenderloin hotel (Gabbert would call his brataches before he would ever go down to the Tenderloin shop, let a lone stay at any of any fumbyhots in the area) and give it to him. Kinds like a slave and master routine. Anyway, he has this Cooks stering, flacking outside his mythical win dow and has the youth bring him obviously bottle of Coors.

Gabbert was considered by some to be liberale but now he is as bad as Jim Dykes and Troy Perry for their courting of the Coors backs.

The Goyaes of Coors means that for freedom and justice loving people, and Gabbert support of

---

The Gaycott of Coors means a lot to him. It is an entertaining over.
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It is an entertaining over.
We sit here, ALL ALONE, in this cold, dark, mausoleum.

We are quite alone with our thoughts.

Or do we beat him with our lust?

In this room, where so many have suffered and toiled, have you loved one now.

But remember! You, the price must pay...for being Gay.

your love and care, your thoughts and words, will make him great out there!

This, many a “free” man has not, therefore you, the persecuted, have

When he leaves remember this, he’s in your heart and thoughts...forever more. You now have

that remains is to plot the course, narrow and straight.

hard earned gold. We shall patience have, until that day arrives and then, with all the might of old,

no return. Mephistophilis, HEAR OUR WORD! NAY! You are not finished in this life! You’ve

And without warning they will tell, that they are all in HELL! Enjoy the pain that you inflict, for

ble delay. OH HEAR US MEPHISTOPHILES! OVID TUI MORARIS? The bargain struck with

soul my dear! Loneliness is our companion now, but in time, our loved one will be with us for...

Faustus is: so we think, ready to be signed with thy ink. You have taken our freedom and cost us

complaining of their lack of “lovin” one says that all the good men seem to be already taken and the other replies:
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From Taylor Benson, the producer of "INCHES" this is JOHNNY DAWES he is one of the...

BAD BAD BOYS

Screening Room Theatre
220 Jones St. 673-3384 Open Daily
10 A.M. Late shows Fri. & Sat!
3 HUGE FLOORS FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT!
Opening Soon

Opening Soon

FIND YOUR FANTASIES BEYOND...

THE BLACK HOLE

"LET IT SUCK YOU IN!"

* Mon. & Wed.- "Buddy Nite" Guests Welcomed!
* Tues. - "Fantasy Nite" 1/2 Price with Costume!
* Free X-Rated Movies - All Male, All Nite!
* Jails, Slings & Holes! Galore !!!!

HOURS:
$5 Annual
Mon.- Thurs. 8pm to 4am
224 Sixth St.
San Francisco
(415) 861-2193
$2 Admission
Membership
Weekends- Open 24 hrs.

FOR EXCELLENCE IN DINING
It's San Francisco's Number One....

LENNY'S 527 CLUB
Invites All Of You To Enjoy our
Steak 'n Date Dinners $15.95
TUESDAY NIGHTS

BRUNCH Saturday, Sunday & Holidays
10 A.M.- 4 P.M.

PRIME RIB (Lenny's Cut) $8.50
HOUSE SPECIALTY

SUNDAY MORNINGS
527 Club
527 Bryant Street
(3 blocks between 5th and 6th Streets)
(415) 674-0777

THE MOCKINGBIRD

Lenny's Cut is in honor of Lenny Goodfriend....

The place just doesn't get any better.
Happy New Year to the 8th Day.

The place just doesn't get any better.
Happy New Year to the 8th Day.

Hi there sportfans, how we go again and this time we do have some news!

GLN GERRR & ERIC DAVSD...that's Flapdoodle's latest and hottest entertainment. Open the doors and step into the heart of the San Francisco Gay Bar scene and let us tell you mg about the latest and hottest entertainment.

The place just doesn't get any better.
Happy New Year to the 8th Day.

Opening Soon

Opening Soon

FIND YOUR FANTASIES BEYOND...

THE BLACK HOLE

"LET IT SUCK YOU IN!"

* Mon. & Wed.- "Buddy Nite" Guests Welcomed!
* Tues. - "Fantasy Nite" 1/2 Price with Costume!
* Free X-Rated Movies - All Male, All Nite!
* Jails, Slings & Holes! Galore !!!!

HOURS:
$5 Annual
Mon.- Thurs. 8pm to 4am
224 Sixth St.
San Francisco
(415) 861-2193
$2 Admission
Membership
Weekends- Open 24 hrs.

FOR EXCELLENCE IN DINING
It's San Francisco's Number One....

LENNY'S 527 CLUB
Invites All Of You To Enjoy our
Steak 'n Date Dinners $15.95
TUESDAY NIGHTS

BRUNCH Saturday, Sunday & Holidays
10 A.M.- 4 P.M.

PRIME RIB (Lenny's Cut) $8.50
HOUSE SPECIALTY

SUNDAY MORNINGS
527 Club
527 Bryant Street
(3 blocks between 5th and 6th Streets)
(415) 674-0777

THE MOCKINGBIRD

Lenny's Cut is in honor of Lenny Goodfriend....
The tall boy below with a towel about the middle of his

Hi there sportsfans.....again! Well, three pages later, we do

bod is one of the stars of "BAD BAD BOYS" which is the

wants it.

ERIC'S Head is not my cup of tea, even tho PAT maintains!

the aevine Cook Everything Pot!

FOLSOM FAYE.....welcome back from your lengthy va­

CHES!!!!!!

SUCH AS: The METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHUR­

ad this year???? Well, if they do, remember, they givins

money to the Moral Majority!!! Even the Gay Freedom

be in the place at the same

LIPS....with the four

there ain't much

of us in there,

Use!!!!!

COORS.......the

beer of racists

very much these daze.

7^*

*...

expression. How cute, really

blonde queen bartender at the

Perhaps we should take our

Paulette is on channel 26 each

Sunday at 1pm. It is an enter­

tainment certainly and lively show!!!!!!!!!

CHRIST on page 3?? Please do!!!!

IAN ANGELS UP YOUR BIGGOTED ASSES!!!!!!!!!!!

trying to stop a1

means bad biz for Gay^!!!!!! Understand that a whole

right up their fat asses if they love them so much .....and

the ^gel-loving Hearst Hate-EXAMINER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

be in the place at the same

DANCERS WANTED

Young men...earn dollars daily by dancing at your own
tongues and routines at the beautiful

SCREENING ROOM THEATRE,

220 Jones Street between Turk and Ellis Street. In person and ask
for Bill. Apply daily from 12 noon til 8 pm.

NEED MONEY?

WHY NOT PLACE
AN AD FOR YOUR
COMPANY? Get it?

After all...you are

your own boss! You
can make dollars faster
by being an escort or model. Our ad rates
are low low and they
do get good results!!!
The cast of 20 men includes: “Just Blonds” Stars Scorpio and Ken Carter • “Blueboy’s” Steve York and Paolo • “Fire Island Fever” Stars Garry Hunt and John Carlo Scorpio’s Identical Twin Scorpio II • Bob Damon • And New Stars Ivan, Johnny Apollo and the Incredible Yogi Rama

Directed by  

Jack Deveau Peter de Rome Tom DeSimone

A Hand In Hand Films Production  X-Rated  Color  All Male Cast

CALL FOR TITLE OF NEW FILM